Elina TMV3 Bar Mixer

IS: more precise temperature control

Features and benefits

• Suitable for all ages and abilities
• TMV3 approved
• Maintains temperature setting closely & consistently
• Lever controls - low resistance & forward facing
• No dirt traps - easy to clean hygienic design
• Now with wall surface fixing brackets
• Dual purpose grab riser rail option - withstands up to 150kg support load (see overpage)

Dimensions given are approximate

For more information call +44 (0) 844 980 0750
www.tritonshowers.co.uk

NEW!
**IS: the complete Showering solution**

**The Elina TMV3 Bar Mixer**
Includes wall surface fixing brackets

Code: ELITHBMINC3BOT

**Triton NEW Inclusive Grab Riser kit chrome**
- A 940mm polish stainless steel grab riser rail able to withstand up to 150kg support load.
- Grab Riser Rail is tested to BS EN 12182

Code: ELITHBMINC3

**Showerhead & Hose**
- Easy clean Showerhead 110mm diameter
- 5 spray patterns
- Rub clean nozzles & removable spray plate
- 2000mm hose ideal for both users and carers

**Inclusive handset holder chrome**
Comfortable showering whether standing or sitting.

Code: ELITHBMINC3

Elina TMV3 Bar Mixer with Inclusive Chrome Care Kit, showerhead, hose and holder

---

**IS: the Inclusive Showering range**

The Elina TMV3 mixer bar is just part of the Triton Inclusive Showering range. Visit www.tritonshowers.co.uk to view the entire range.
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